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Camilleri Lifting Services (CLS) is a Queensland crane hire company run by expert industry professional Charlie Camilleri. With
over 30 years’ experience in the heavy industries space, Charlie
established CLS to provide custom crane hire and lifting services
to the mining, construction and industrial services industries
across Queensland.
Although CLS as a company was formed in 2020, Charlie is not a
new player in the industry. He has decades of involvement in the
mining, construction and industrial services sectors, with extensive
experience working with large multinational companies such as
BMA, Wesfarmers, DBCT, Peabody and more. Growing a large
crane hire business in Central Queensland from the ground up in
2000, Charlie is one of the most knowledgeable and experienced
professionals in the industry.
CLS specialises in custom crane hire solutions, dry hire cranes and
other lifting services. Taking into account time, resources and budgets, CLS offers an unparalleled crane hire experience. And, safety
and compliance is of utmost importance to us and something we
take into account for each and every job. Our expertise includes dry
hire cranes such as crawler cranes, franna cranes and more. We
work with clients to understand their needs because we know no
two jobs are the same, and therefore no two jobs will have the same
solution.

OTHER REASONS
TO CHOOSE CLS:

WHY CLS
At CLS, we provide customised, efficient and effective crane
solutions to projects of all sizes. With experience spanning

EXPERIENCE.
Over 30 years’ industry
experience

across a range of industries and a safety-first approach,
we are Queensland’s go-to crane hire and lifting services
company. CLS also consults on logistics management for

CUSTOMISED.

transportation and other lifting projects, and can provide

Customised crane
hire solutions

project assessments, site inspections and assessments.

EFFICIENT.

CORE COMPETENCIES
Charlie has over 30 years’ experience managing client
projects across Queensland. As an experienced managing
director in the crane industrie, Charlie’s knowledge is

Effective and efficient
machinery

PROFESSIONAL.
Professional, friendly and
knowledgeable staff

unmatched. As a result, some of CLS’ core competencies
include:
•

Heavy lift solutions

•

Logistics management for transportation
and lifting projects

•

SAFE.
Steadfast commitment
to safety

Construction equipment, project management
and operations

LOCAL.
Locally run with
local knowledge

CONTACT CLS
MANAGING DIRECTOR

Charlie Camilleri
0429 999 529
charlie@clscranes.com.au

www.clscranes.com.au

